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Paris, February 12 , 2015

-Press releaseManufacturing authorization of gene therapy medicinal products granted to
CELLforCURE, the LFB group subsidiary specialized in innovative therapies
CELLforCURE, a pharmaceutical establishment since October 2013 for the manufacturing of cell
th
therapy medicinal products, was granted a new manufacturing authorization on January 30 , 2015.
Delivered by the French national agency for medicines and health products safety (ANSM), this
authorization allows now CELLforCURE to manufacture gene therapy drugs.
The expertise and professionalism of CELLforCURE’s team related to ex vivo gene modification of
human cells, crucial for gene therapy medicinal products manufacturing, are thus recognized by
ANSM. This new achievement contributes to position CELLforCURE as a major industrial and
pharmaceutical player in the new segment of innovative medicine therapy.
Driven by emerging needs in various indications, gene therapy and more specifically the ex vivo gene
therapy shows currently a rapid development. In June 2014, CELLforCURE has thus signed with
CELLECTIS a partnership for the production of clinical batches of CAR T allogeneic lymphocytes. In
the field of cell therapies in 2014, CELLforCURE also signed partnerships with biotech companies like
EMERCell and the Clinident Biopharma Institute, and the Public Assistance - hospitals of Paris
(APHP).
"The next step for CELLforCURE is now to meet with the regulatory requirements of the FDA, in order
to manufacture clinical and commercial batches of advanced therapy medicinal products for the North
American market. The company plans to achieve this milestone in the next coming months" PierreNoël Lirsac, President of CELLforCURE, said.
“CELLforCURE is one of the European leaders in the field of the production of advanced therapies.
The internationalization of its activity is in the straight line with the overall strategy of the LFB group"
Christian Béchon, CEO of the LFB group, said.

About CELLforCURE
CELLforCURE was created in 2010 as a subsidiary of LFB Biotechnologies for the production of advanced
therapy medicinal products. Located in Les Ulis, near Paris, CELLforCURE is offering both manufacturing
activities of cell and gene therapy medicinal products and distribution of some of these products. CELLforCURE,
Subsidiary of the LFB Group, has its large scale industrial facility targeting manufacturing for clinical phases and
the market, inaugurated on September 10th, 2013.
This industrial platform was established within the frame of the C4C project granted in 2012 by the "Investing in
the Future" call for tenders and BPIFrance (ex-Oséo). Total program amounts 80 million euros including the
development up to the market of five products developed by SMEs and academic teams.
For more information on CELLforCURE: http://www.cellforcure.com

About LFB group
LFB S.A. (www.lfb.fr) is a biopharmaceutical group that develops, manufactures, and markets medicinal
products for the treatment of serious and often rare diseases in several major therapeutic fields, including
Hemostasis, Immunology and Intensive Care.
LFB S.A. is the leading manufacturer of plasma-derived medicinal products in France and 6th worldwide, and is
also among the leading European companies for the development of new-generation medicinal products or
treatments based on biotechnologies.
LFB S.A. is pursuing a growth strategy that seeks to extend its international activities and develop innovative
therapies. Today, LFB SA currently markets its products in more than 40 countries around the world with a global
turnover of €477 million in 2013.
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